
3 Hours of Heemstede Event Rules  2022

The race weekend
On Thursday the track will be closed.

Friday; free practice in groups

Saturday; free practice in groups followed by qualifying

Sunday; IC10 race, IC8 race and the prizegiving ceremony.

The teams
A maximum of 12 teams in IC10 and 12 teams in IC08 can compete.

The teams consist of a maximum of 5 persons:

- 3 Drivers
- Maximum of 2 additional helpers
- One of the team members will be team captain, to be designated by the team.

Qualification format
Qualification is run in a Super Pole format. One driver per team will participate and represent their
team, the driver will be chosen by the team. We will not run a full qualification but only the Super
Pole format, with the following rules.

- Starting order in qualification will be determined by the organization
- Qualification must be run on hand out tires. This single set of tires can be picked up before

the qualifying run. They can be handed back in after qualifying for use during the race.
- This is run individually, only one driver will be on the track at any given moment during

qualification
- Drivers have three minutes on track to warm up
- Qualifying itself consists of 4 consecutive laps, these laps start the first time the driver crosses

start/finish after the 3 minute warm-up period is over.
- The driver can only enter the pits during warm-up,  this will not stop the clock.
- Qualification order will be based on the single fastest lap out of the 4 laps.
- There will be no marshaling during qualification.

In case qualification cannot be run, the starting position for the team will be determined by the
organization.

The Race
Hand-out tires collection.
10:00 – 13:00 3 hours 10th scale, marshaled by the 8th scale drivers



Hand-out tires collection.
14:00 – 17:00 3 hours 8th scale, marshaled by the 10th scale drivers

Rules during the race are as follows:

- Each driver drives at least 45 minutes total
- Each team can divide stints however they want, as long as the 45 minutes total per driver is

met
- If a driver runs less than the required 45 minutes total, the team will be penalized 4 laps on

the end result per full minute that the driver is short of 45 minutes
- Winner is the team with the most laps combined over their 3 drivers after 3 hours.
- During a driver change the drivers cannot stand next to each other on the driver stand
- The race is to be run on the hand out tires, these tires can be picked up before the start of

the race.


